Timber Topics
Making the most of merchant sales throughout the year
February 2022

Give your customers all the options
Boost your decking sales
Are you asking the right questions?
The Easter bank holiday weekend comes
later this year, but with an extra bank holiday
planned for June, it’s wise to plan your stock
levels early to capture those extra timber
decking sales.The popularity of decking
soared in 2020 and 2021 as people spent
more time at home and in their gardens, and
we’re likely to see similar sales growth in
2022, especially if warmer weather prevails.
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Once your stock is in branch, how can you
upsell and help your customers purchase
the right product? Here are just some of the
questions you could ask your customers:
• Is softwood, hardwood, modified or
composite decking preferred?
• Is FSC, PEFC or Grown in Britain
certification required?
• Do they need any decking bearers, post
holders, fixings, coatings, varnishes or
sealants that could generate add-on
sales?
• Will the decking need to take additional
loads such as hot tubs?
• Are there any delivery restrictions?
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Know your decking standards
There are many different types of timber deck
board that your customers might choose, but
we would always recommend using a material
with a service life of at least 15 years. This
could be a naturally durable species, such as
Ipe, Iroko, Oak, Jarrah, Balau or Western Red
Cedar, or a pressure-treated softwood. Chain
of Custody certified hardwoods and softwoods
ideally suited for decking projects are widely
available from our members.
But did you know that the recommendations
surrounding the specification of decking
substructure components have changed?
Recommended good practice now states all
softwood decking substructure components
must have received a Use Class 4 timber
preservative treatment, whereas previously
Use Class 3 treatments were permitted.
The same requirements apply when using
hardwood and modified wood decking.
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Help your staff to fully understand this change
so they can communicate it clearly to your
customers, and make sure you’re ordering the
right stock from your suppliers.
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